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Nearly a hundred years ago, five men had a
vision for this College. They were Joseph E. Ram-
seyer, Benjamin P. Lugibihl, Daniel Y. Schultz, William
Egle, and brothers David and Henry Roth. They
had a dream of training God's people for His work.
They acted upon their vision and many years later
as we experience this transition change, we feel
gratitude for their devotion.
Not only our five founders, but also our five living
presidents experienced the vision. Pictured below,
they are Timothy Warner, Harvey Bostrom, Jared
Gerig, Donald Gerig, and J. A. Ringenberg now 98
(interim president after J. A. Ramseyer and before
S.A. Witmer). They too devoted their time, love,
and energy to this College.
On behalf of that vision and the memories cre-
ated here at Summit Christian College, the Vine
Staff wants to dedicate the 1992 yearbook to all
those who participated in making this College a
special memory in the hearts of many. We extend
our gratitude to our five living presidents. Thank
you for sustaining the vision.
Pirst Impressions
U
Click. And the moment was seized.
Click. And history was captured.
Click-Click. And the snapshots of our college days live forever.
The 1992 school year was a collection of many first impressions.
We witnessed the completion of the merger with Taylor University
and watched the plans become reality.
The first semester brought major changes, such as the relocation
of the Admissions Office, the faculty/staff lounge, the student lounge,
and the addition of student lockers. The student body also witnessed
changes in faculty/staff positions as well as departments.
This year was the crossroads for the college. Next year the college
will be known as Taylor University. But in this book we want to con-
centrate on the past. Reflections on a Modern Classic was chosen
to represent Summit Christian College's last yearbook. The Vine Staff
wanted the last yearbook to be special. We wanted it to be a
book that is a classic treasure to each student. We also wanted to
show the modern aspects of Summit, the appearance of the school
and the activities that are now offered. We also wanted to reflect
some of the history and past to show how the college has pro-
gressed and grown. The memory of Summit will continue to be a
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Amy Wheat escapes to her dorm room for a private
time of devotions.
Viewing intra-mural football, Amy Parker and DeAnna
Woods rest on a cool autumn day.
Dave Hawkins and Donna Hicks continue a conver-
sation started in English class.
Taking a time-out from studying, Tara Pammett, Kel-
ly Lerch, and Denise Mortenson enjoy lunch near the
library.
THEME OPENER
The year 1992 marks the 20th anniver-
sary of the Vine. Until 1972 the yearbook
was known as The Light Tower. For several
years the staff produced the yearbook in
a magazine format in three issues per year
with three separate editors. At that time
a new name was sought. The student bod-
y's choice reminds us of Daddy Ramseyer's
words that the College is
xx
a vine of God's
planting." When the staff returned to pro-
ducing a yearbook again, the name Vine
was retained and has been used for twen-
ty years.
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Spending hours at Lehman Library,
Todd Brown finishes his research for
his next Scharfe paper.
THEME OPENER
At the Rollar dome, Teresa Collins
and Van Duitsman lace up their
skates for a fun-filled evening at the
monthly Christian Skate night.
Dave Hawkins takes a break from
his housekeeping job to help a friend








Shawn Swallow watches with antic-
ipation to see whether or not his ball






lows friends to gather.
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Being involved with groups and organizations that
gave us opportunities to meet new people, serve the
community, and expand our thinking: that is what Stu-
dent Life's about.
We became ecstatic during basketball when the
men's Falcon team won regionals; we sat in awe during
chapel services when Shepherd's Praise encouraged
us to worship the Lord. Whether we cheered through
Homecoming or stood respectfully through Com-
mencement, all of these events constructed images,
Modern Images, in the minds of SCC students.
The following pages have captured some of these
images that make student life a strong foundation to
college life. They are modern, since it is the nineties,
and they are images for they reflect our past. These





This has long been a classic occasion under
the direction of the Alumni Office. This year's
was a cool, rain-free day in late September.
The festivities began on Friday evening with
the enthusiastic volleyball alumnae coming
back to challenge the present Lady Falcons.
Saturday afternoon after the picnic, the alumni
fought hard with the Falcon soccer team; the
score was 0-1 with the Falcons winning.
The chairs were out in wide circles on the
lawn for the evening Bar-B-Que, with lots of
friends and parents gathered to enjoy the oc-
casion before the Larnelle Harris Concert in the
evening in the Activities Center.
Homecoming is a time for joyful interaction. The spirit of
"dear 'ole dean" radiates as she interacts with beloved
SCC student, Michele Rossman.
r i_
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Tracy Spenst, as part of the dining hall staff, supervises the
progress of the noon picnic.
For freshman Sarah Mathew and her parents the day had
an extra meaning. The merger talks going on seemed
prophesied years ago in the union of her mother, a Taylor
graduate, and her father, a Fort Wayne BiPle College
graduate.
Alumni Ken and Joanne (Kingsbury) Sistrunk take the oppor-
tunity to show off their first-born to friends.
STUDENT LIFE
CDusical ^Reflections
Sounds Together, Shepherd's Prolse, Bonded
Together
Above: the final concert.
At the end of a practice:
(front) Sharon DeBolt, Dee-
Dee Mortenson, Eric Meyers,
Jay Heare. Daryl Montgo-
mery, Sarah Mathew, Kelly
Lerchi; (middle) Marci Logan,
Tricia Hobson, Brenda Ho-
ward, Peter Eicher, Tim
Claassen, Michael Wallace,
Michelle Traver, Fayth Zellers;
(back) Amy Black, Missy Bur-
gess, Ginger Thimler, Scott
Kump, Troy Leichty, Craig
Anthony, Lisa Burton, (not
pictured: Darlene Turner,
Doug Hood, Jen E. Miller)
12 STUDENT LIFE
o
The traveling of SOUNDS TOGETHER was lim-
ited, Indianapolis, Auburn and Fort Wayne. The
two smaller groups under the direction of the
Department of Christian Service travelled ev-
ery other week going about 4000 miles (a
combined total) and doing around 50 church
services. Musically all the groups were under
the supervision of Jay Platte.
BONDED TOGETHER: (front) Brenda Howard, Kelly Lerch;
(middle) Sharon DeBolt, Beth Burch; (top) Darrell Mont-
gomery, Tim Claassen.
SHEPHERD'S PRAISE: Sarah Mathew, Denise Mortenson, and







Summit Events for the 1992 school year brought a wide variety of people
from a five-time Grammy winner to an artist for Billy Graham Crusades.
It has been eight years since Larnelle Harris last performed here. This time
with our Activities Center open, over 1300 attended Sept. 28. He gave a
dynamic performance. One highlight was when Senior Pam Witmer joined
Harris on stage to sing "I've Just Seen Jesus."
Nov. 23 the Chicago Staff Band of the Salvation Army performed major
works, traditional hymns, solos, and choruses. Then during the spring semester
on March 20 graduate of Taylor University, Steve Amerson, captured the
audience with his powerful tenor voice that has been heard at the National
Religious Broadcasters Convention, on Schuller's "Hour of Power," in shows
such as "Indiana Jones" and "Designing Women," and in commercials for
Pizza Hut and Delta Airlines. On this evening Amerson's talents were combined
with duo-pianists, Nielson and Young, making a unique trio of musical blends.
The final Summit Event in April brought the Jeremiah People for the fourth
time to campus. The musical comedy "Stop the Presses" presented in a
Broadway style, created laughter and tears.
Carol Dugan, Summit Events chairperson, said, "We wanted to attract a
wide spectrum of people and allow them to see what and who Summit is.
We want to edify, educate, and entertain the community. I believe that we
have done that."—Christopher Maddox
STUDENT LIFE
Flashback
A newsmagazine highlighting events of the 1991-92 school year,
gathered from Newsweek, Time, USA Today, The Indianapolis Star-
by Christopher Maddox
He Said, She Said
Anita Hill's accusations in October against Clarence
Thomas raised the question of sexual harassment to national
prominence, only to reduce it again to its toughest and
most intractable: her word against his. Neither Hill nor Thom-
as was able to bring decisive evidence before a committee
to support their widely differing versions of their relationship;
thus the evidence of character counted all the more heav-
ily. But even that appeared to weigh equally on both sides.
Based on their backgrounds. Hill and Thomas seem to be
the two least likely people in the world to be involved in
an exchange of accusations about sexual misconduct or
false charges. Both have devoted their lives to hard work
and public service. He is said to be sensitive to women-
she has a reputation for integrity. One of them is lying, and
the committee chose to believe Thomas. After 35 hours of
televised Judiciary Committee hearings with an estimated
30 million watching, Clarence Thomas became a confirmed
member of the Supreme Court of the United States. Anita
Hill returned to the University of Oklahoma, where she is a
professor. She may not have won this round, but Hill has
awakened a country that misunderstood the meaning of
sexual harassment.
The End of the U.S.S.
Clarence Thomas,, appointed to the U.S. Supreme Court
At a time when Christians in the Unit-
ed States were celebrating the Christ-
mas holiday season, residents of the
Soviet Union were losing their country,
literally. The Soviet Union began in 1922
when Nikolai Lenin led the country into
communism. Since that time, only six
other men have led the country. Mik-
hail Gorbachev is the last.
Thousands of Muscovites took to the
streets of the Soviet capital applaud-
ing a coup that finally swept Gor-
bachev from power and allowed Boris
Yeltsin to gain popularity and become
the President of Russia. Each republic
now has the opportunity to become
an independent republic; to date, the
world's geography changes day by
day as the newly named Common-
wealth of Independent States, C.I.S, is
formed.
Yeltsin's popularity is falling quickly
by mid-January. High prices for food,
a lack of supplies and poor economic
situations have made life in the C.I.S.
next to impossible.
Gorbachev is now a man without a
country. Even though he initiated the
freeing of his people from hard-line
communism and internal security forc-
es, Gorbachev is a player behind the
scenes. We have yet to see what be-





1985 an average day at
work as a correspondent




alone; over the years, a
total of 1 7 Americans
have been taken and one
jby one they have been
released. For Anderson, it
Was 2,455 days later after
countless millions of tied
ribbons, millions of prayers,








he did not say.





from one hiding place




without real food. And yet
there was not hatred, little
signs of bitterness, only
that great wide smile and
a promise of forgiveness.
"The prayers," Anderson
said, "made all the
difference during those
dark times."
The U.S.S.R. as it formerly stood.













hopeful Bill Clinton discusses
the past, it seems necessary
to refute it. Whether he is
denying an extramarital af-
fair with Jennifer Flowers or
insisting he did not avoid a
draft while in college, Clin-
ton's test is of character and
integrity.
After ten days of wrench-
ing, confusing, and graphic
testimony, it took the six-
member jury only 77 minutes
to find William Kennedy Smith
not guilty of raping a woman
at his family's Palm Beach es-
tate. Although police, pros-
ecutors, doctors, and even
rape counselors believed the
woman accuser, it was Smith
who appeared to leave the
courtroom as the "abused."
The lady known only by a
blue dot on the screen in the
"Trial by Television," went
public with her name (Patty
Bowman) and identity since
the defense lawyer por-
trayed her as "mentally dis-
turbed." Some wonder
whether justice was served
in this December 1991 cour-
toon. Some wonder wheth-
er William Kennedy Smith's
character and integrity










opened its first American
theme park April 12 in Marne-
la, France. The resort is lo-
cated on 4800 acres with 29
attractions, six hotels, an ar-
tificial lake, and a golf
course. About two-thirds of
the land is not yet devel-
oped. A projected 1 1 million
people are expected to vis
the park in its first year.
French intellectuals, ho\A




the park as a "cultural Che
nobyl." Their main concer
seems to be the wave
American subculture.
The Walt Disney Compan
operates three other Disne
resorts: Tokyo Disneylanc
Walt Disney World, FL; an
Disneyland, CA.
State of Indiana vs. Michael G. Tyson
Boxer Mike Tyson holds many different titles:
mesmerizing ring brute, rags-to-riches superstar,
black role model, cash tycoon, symbol of hu-
manity's dark side.
The former heavyweight titleholder now fac-
es a new title that he is not accustomed to.
Tyson first visited Indianapolis July 1991 for a
Miss Black American Pageant. Seven months
later he appeared in Indianapolis again, but in
a Marion County Superior Courtroom.
An East Coast college freshman, Desiree
Washington, brought allegations that Tyson lured
her to his Canterbury hotelroom July 19, 1:30
a.m. and raped her.
A twelve panel jury, with occupations from
cashier to administrative assistant was selected.
Bookmakers were giving 5-1 odds that Tyson
would be acquitted of one count of rape and
two counts of misconduct. Obviously the jurors
did not know these odds, for after only 9 1/t> hours
of deliberation, they found Tyson guilty on all
three counts. In the conservative Midwest, the
jury resisted the outrageous defense that a rape
victim is to be blamed for her own predicament.
Tyson consistently said the same thing to the
court: "I didn't hurt anybody. No black eyes, no
broken ribs." Apparently Tyson still did not "get
it."
At last a celebrity with enormous financial re-
sources could not settle out of court. Judge Pa-
tricia Gifford did not even allow bail to be set.
March 27 she sentenced Tyson to ten years in
prison, suspended him of four years and fined
him 30,000. With good behavior, Tyson could be
released in three years.
Is this another case of He said, she said? Many
think that justice was served.
MINI-MAG
992 Winter Olympics
As in the case of all Olympic competition, the flve-i
circle symbol stands for five continents working
together for one cause. And that is exactly
what the U.S. athletes did at the games held
this past winter, February 8-23.
The United States had limited success against
the world's premier winter sports nations, but
collected more total medals (11) than in Calgary
four years ago. The U.S. women won nine of the
medals this time.
Four of the '92 medals were earned in sports that
were not included in the 1988 games programs
—
gold and silver in short-track speedskating; gold and
bronze in freestyle moguls skiing.
Figure skater Kristi Yamaguchi was the highlight of
the Games' final weekend, returning the Olympic
ladies' title to the U.S. for the first time since 1976.
Bonnie Blair became the first woman to win two golds
at the same Olympics since 1952.
While the world looks to the Summer Olympics held in
Barcelona, the winter athletes anxiously wait their
chance to meet the ice and snow again at the next




















The Canterbury Hotel of Indianapolis is the location of the
alledged rape of Washington by Tyson.
MINI-MAG
"It Can Happen to Anybody,
Throughout his life, Earvin "Magic" Johnson, Jr. has cap-
tured the world with his performance on the basketball
court. Thousands of young boys wear his T-shirts to play
in. Even outside the world of sports, Johnson became
almost ubiquitous—on music videos, billboards, and fund-
raising dinners.
November 7, 1991, however, Magic Johnson delivered
what was clearly his most serious shock. At a press con-
ference at the Great Western Forum, home of the Los
Angeles Lakers, Johnson, 6-ft. 9-in. and 32 years old, at
the top of his career, announced that he had been in-
fected by the human immune-deficiency virus (HIV) that
causes AIDS and would "have to retire from the Lakers
. . . .
" Although he has, to date, no symptoms of AIDS,
the man who has defied gravity must now strive for an-
other sort of victory: life.
Johnson immediately appeared on news broadcasts
and talk shows to be a spokesman for AIDS. He preached
"practicing safe sex" by using protection. At first it sound-
ed so right. It was echoed with praise backed by a chorus
of calls for more government spending for AIDS research
and awareness campaigns. Not until early spring did
Johnson suggest that abstinence prevents AIDS; that sex-
ual relationships contained within a marriage prevent all
but the truly random infections.
t Is All in the Zip Code
The hit television show Beverly Hills, 90210 has
tackled almost every public issue and concern
of teens: child abuse, divorce, suicide, drugs,
alcohol, and sex. BH 90210, however, did not
begin this way. The Fox drama began with twin
teens, Brandon and Brenda Walsh (played by
Jason Priestley and Shannon Doherty) trans-
ferring from Minneapolis to the Hills of Beverly.
There they struggled to assimilate into the fast-
lane lifestyle of West Beverly Hills High School,
where the kids came equipped with BMW's,
call waiting, and designer surfboards. In this
process, the teens examine their emerging
identities and the problems that adolescents
everywhere face.
Cast members make numerous appear-
ances at local shopping centers and malls. For
example, Jennie Garth, played as Kelly Taylor
on the series, 19, visited Southtown Mall in Fort
Wayne, January 12. Hundreds of fans rushed
the stage making Garth cut her visit short. This
often happens when a cast member makes a
public appearance. Beverly Hills, 90210 has
been so successful that a spinoff, is being pre-
pared for the fall, 1992 season. Melrose Place
shapes up as "twentysomething," the spinoff
follows a group of post-collegians residing in a
trendy Los Angeles apartment complex. Will
the Melrose Place be successful? Will 90210
continue to be popular with all ages? Only time




AIDS demands center stage as America
learns to deal with it.
As long as the epidemic did not touch anyone close
to them, many Americans found it easy to forget
about AIDS. It simply seemed to be someone
else's problem. AIDS was something that
happened to the middle and upper class folk,
or so we thought. Magic Johnson's
announcement made us reflect back on Rock
Hudson, Brad Davis, and Ryan White.
And don't forget Kimberly Bergalis; she became
infected after visiting a Florida dentist. Bergalis
testified persuasively before Congress in favor of a
bill requiring AIDS testing for health care
professionals.
vx
l did not do anything wrong ....
My life is being taken away for going to the dentist
. . . .
" Kimberly Bergalis died Dec. 8, 1991. As to
date, Congress has not yet passed the law she asked
for.
Do you have a question about AIDS or the HIV virus
that causes the disease? A hotline is established to
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Grant Show leaves the 90210 cast, and Jennie Garth, to spin
off his own Series during the summer.
MINI-MAG 21
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'Reaching the Campus
Student Life
Whether a student needs advice or a smile, he is
always welcomed at the Student Life department. The
scheduling of activities, acting as the judicial system of
the campus, and leading residential assistants are only
a few of the responsibilities of this department.
The 1992 school year brought two new faces to
Student Life: Claire Cavanaugh and Tom Osbeck
joined as Residential Directors. Dr. Carolyn Arthur leads
the department as Dean of Students. Sondra Beard
and Amie Paladi served as student secretaries
throughout the school year.—Christopher Maddox
Clair Cavanaugh, Carolyn Arthur, Tom Osbeck
.
STUDENT LIFE
£iving ^History with "Bethany Oorm
(front) Assistant Residential Director Pam Witmer, Rosemary Stelz; Bethany Birch, Sharon Watkins, Kris
DeMick, Holly Wright; Brady Shaw, April Oliver, Vicki Ball.
STUDENT LIFE
DeSomer's Wing: (front) Brian Slack, Tony Kohler, Tyler Garth, Ty Hewitt, Shawn
Swallow; (back) Merle Hughes, Ken Schrock, Tom Desomer, R.A., Dave
Hawkins, guest from Powers Burger Joint, and Ted Bohner (pictured but not
present).
Harmon's Wing: (front) Randy Moser, Darrell Montgomery, Kurt Brubaker,
Shawn Royal, (back) Jeff Harmon, R.A. Not pictured: Allen Wyse, Wayne Doss,
Bob Mann.
>
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Doiti' the
(top right) Duitsman's Wing: (front) Chris Collins, Jason
Hoffman, Tom Meadows, Nathan Herman, Paul Emery,
and Rich Cook; (back) Dennis Collins, Tim Claassen, Carl
Badatscher, James Howard, Van Duitsman, R.A., Vince
Wilczynski, Nathan Norton.
Lugar's Wing: (front to back) Amy Wheat and Julia
Jarrett: Traci Schwarzkoph and Meichelle Long; Lori
Walters, Tammy Lugar, R.A., Michelle Traver; Traci Slye,
DeeDee Mortenson, Wendy Hay, Kathy Lauwers, Susan
Twedell.
STUDENT LIFE
Jenny Miller and Traci Schwarzkopf pose at the Cincinnati Zoo on a Prother/sister wing pick-a-date.
Jen Correll and Erik Blythe enjoy a Coke at Roller Dome North during a Prother/sister wing activity.
Thimlar's Wing: (front) Tara Pammett, Kelly Lerch, Lorissa Hoot, Tina Squires, Brandy Carey. (Pack)
Liz Seward, TyAnn Standeford, Missy Burgess, Sheila ComPs, Linda GruPP, Cheri Paton and Ginger
Thimlar, R.A. Not pictured: Brenda Howard, Sharon DeBolt, Jen Heine.
STUDENT LIFE
Tim Claassen and Jenny Fleehart show off fheir prize Easfer
eggs painfed at a brother/sister wing party.
Collin's Wing: (clockwise from front left around Summit sign)
Nikki Stewart, Kelly Austin, Teresa Collins, R.A., Jenny Miller,
Jenny Fleehart, Rhonda Grossman, Sue Hejhal, Mandy Jo
Johnson, Amy Alles, Mary Kutchke, Shannon Heady. Not
pictured: Stacy Tenorio, Donna Hicks, DeAnn Krider, Kerry
Brock.



















(above)Northcutt's Wing: (front) Trude Karley, Kim Bowker,
Nadine Clark, Amy Parker, Jen Harrison; (back) Fayth Zell-
ers, Candi Northcutt, RA. Not pictured: Jen Miller, Sarah
Mathew, Crista Cloyd, Tisha Moeck, Brenda Hatfield.
STUDENT LIFE 27
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(counter clockwise from upper right)
The return of Huey, Dewey and Louie.
(Dave Hawkins, Wayne Doss, and
Clark Woods)
Good friends Lori Walters and Sarah
Mathew give each other a hug.
TyAnn Standeford gives Liz Seward a
"mud pack' at an all-you-can-eat (or
wear) ice-cream party.
Christopher Maddox, Shannon Heady,




Student Government acts as a representative
voice of the student body to the faculty, staff, ad-
ministration, and Governing Board. It is designed to
provide forums of discussion for students pertaining
to policies and procedures that apply to life on the
SCC campus.
Student Government also provides numerous ac-
tivities for the student body, such as freshmen ori-
entation, jazz coffee house, open dorm, and this
year the Alpha and Omega celebration banquet.
Officers have established office hours in The Hollow.
The 1992 Student Government Officers: Amy Level. Activities Ad-





Doug Hood, Duane Bur-
ns, Missy Burgess, Dar-
lene Turner, Rod Bur-

















The purpose of Delta Pi Sigma is to promote pro-
fessional attitudes among those who have chosen
teaching as a career, to develop leadership, and to
bring future teachers into closer relationship with each
other and with state and national teacher education
associations.
Delta Pi Sigma sponsored a "Get Acquainted Week,"
National Education Week, refreshment bars, Christmas
party, and a spring picnic. Members attended a sem-
inar at Indiana Weslyan.
During National Education Week, the organization
did some very special things daily to let the professors
on campus know they are appreciated. There were
flowers and specific notes of encouragement.
- The goal this year was to make their presence known
on campus and unite those who chose teaching as a
profession.
The 1992 Delta Pi Sigma Officers: Kathy Lauwers. Treasurer, Chris-
topher Maddox, President; Beth Nolt, Secretary; Tammy Lugar, Vice-
President.
Student Missionary Fellowship
The purpose of Student Missionary Fellowship, bet-
ter known as SMF, is to promote the concept of
"world Christians" among the entire student body.
In addition to supervising monthly chapel services
to fulfill this purpose, SMF adopts a missionary or a
project to contribute towards. This year, SMF
adopted Pedro Yedaruttichi; the goal was to pro-
vide Sunday School flannel graph material to assist
with ministry in the Ukrane.
The organization sponsor is Wayne Allen, World
Mission Program Chairman.
1992 SMF Officers: (front) Lonnie Stout, Treasurer; Tim Fisher, Pres-
ident; (back) Shawn Royal, Vice-President; Nicki Grice, Secre-
tary. Not pictured: Tammy Kelsey, In-Focus Administrator.
STUDENT LIFE
Che CDaking of a Yearbook
"Reflections on a Modern Classic"
Our yearbook is complete. We did it. Here's the inside
information on the making of your copy of "Reflections
on a Modern Classic."
The theme was originated at a staff brainstorming ses-
sion. Meichelle Long thought up the idea of "A Modern
Classic" while Jerry Rediger came up with the idea of
"Reflections." We liked them both, so we combined them
for "Reflections on a Modern Classic."
The book consists of 112 pages and was printed by
Herff Jones. The cover is a combination of professional
design and student intuition. The type used for the text
is "avant garde book."
The 1992 Vine staff would like to thank Fred Henderson
for his encouragement, advice, and dedication; and the
photographers for shooting and printing. We couldn't
have done it without you.
Thanks also goes to Jen Correll for typing memos, to
the Advanced Rhetoric class for learning the basics very
quickly for the sports section, to Jason Hoffman for work-
ing in the darkroom, and to Miss Conrad for just being
there for us.
I'd like to say a special thank you to Christopher, Bran-
dy, Rhonda, Jen, and Tisha. It's been great. Thank you




Assist. Editor: Chris Maddox
Photo Editor: Brandy Carey
Graphics Ed: Jeremy Pettit
Section Editors
Student Life: Chris Maddox
Academics: Jen Miller, Tisha
Moeck and Rhetoric class
















(page 33 clockwise) Chris Maddox works on layout for Student Life section.
The Advanced Rhetoric class: (front) Greg Tidwell, Phil Schlatter, Ted Boh-
ner, Greg Camp; (back) Michelle Burry, Marci Logan, Michelle Traver, Amy
Wheat, Rhonda Grossman, Melissa Burgess.
Staff: (front) Jeremy Pettit, Shannon Heady, Tisha Moeck, Rhonda Gross-
man; (back) Meichelle Long, Jason Hoffman, Christopher Maddox, Brandy
Carey. (Not pictured: Jen L. Miller).
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Daily Images
Student Employment
Employment! Everyone wants to
enjoy the benefits yet few are willing
to endure the long hours of labor; this
isn't true on this campus. Lots of
dedicated students commit hours to
complete a task!
Such campus jobs include student
secretaries, tutors, lab assistants,
housekeeping, cafeteria, physical
plant, concessions, and stage crew.
Throughout the year, over 200
students are employed by the
College.
Bringing all campus jobs together is
Student Personnel Director,
Christopher Maddox. Along with
supervisors, Christopher oversees all
student employees, as well as
assisting with office duties in Business
Affairs.
(clockwise beginning top, page 35): —Student Personnel Director,
Christopher Maddox. —Cafeteria worker Brent Teddy fulfills a large
responsibility of working in the "dish pit." —Housekeeping worker Jen-
nifer Harrison cleans the computer lab. —Stephanie Turner always has
a "positive" attitude when cleaning Witmer. —Cafeteria worker Ste-
phanie Lee tends to the salad bar. —Serving as Dr. Barcalow's sec-
retary, student Mary Kutschke types in the faculty work room. —Lead-




Student Government Plans Banquet
The Activities Center was a happy, relaxed place to be
the night of the Alpha and Omega Banquet. The Summit
family gathered together, ate heartily, laughed at the skits
and air-band performance, listened to a few faculty rem-
inisce in a facetious manner, and enjoyed an hour-long con-
cert presented by Project Output, composed of several
recent alumni and graduating senior Doug Hood. As Jill Bur-
ton said, "Students enjoyed having a nice occasion that
was free." Student Government was commended for its
work.
(page 40 counter-clockwise) Part of Project Output: Doug Hood, Michelle PR
Wagler. and Jennie Gerig.
Oops, this is proPably at the Athletic Banquet; but it's such a nice picture.
Vince Wilczynski and DeeAnn Krider at Alpha and Omega.
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(page 4 1 , clockwise) Lisa Burton finds her fiance's back a convenient place
to write.
Tom DeSomer, Cara Glassie, Merle Hughes, Shellie Paladi, Karen Moore,
and Ted Bohner pose before the banquet.
Craig Anthony in the absence of a date brings Marilyn Monroe.
Jt>Sr. "Banquet
Well Attended by Seniors
The Saturday after spring break in
March, about 150 attended the an-
nual banquet planned by juniors for
the seniors. The banquet was held in
the Midtown Crossing ballroom with
the reception and photographing
taking place in the lobby. "The place
was so nicely decorated it needed
nothing more," said junior Shyrl
Hoover.
The after-dinner entertainment
was presented by the young Chris-
tian comedian David Dean from
Huntington. His humorous acts made
an enjoyable interlude after the
Prime-rib dinner, before the guests
scattered to make a full evening of
it with bowling, jazz concerts, rides
in the horse carriages about town,
etc.
The Junior-class committee who
did the planning were Shyrl Hoover,
Laura Rashley, Tammy Kelsey, Tra-
cey Bohner, and Candi Northcutt.
STUDENT LIFE 37
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TaylorUniversity
FORT WAYNE CAMPUS
As a student helping to create this
yearbook, I have thought about the
changes we have experienced in
this last year.
In July of '91 the faculty, staff, and
administration of Summit and Taylor
were informed that dialogues con-
cerning a merger were in progress.
Taylor President, Dr. Jay Kesler stated
in preliminary discussions that
vv
Taylor
University and Summit Christian Col-
lege have a very similar mission state-
ment and a great many mutual
friends. Should these discussions result
in merging the two institutions, we en-
vision a strengthened contribution to
higher education and broadened
opportunities for students well into
the twenty-first century."
After seven months of discussions,
a press conference was held Febru-
ary 3 in the SCC Activities Center to
publicly announce that as of July 1
the Fort Wayne campus would be
under the administration and direc-
tion of Taylor University. On that his-
toric occasion Dr. Donald Gerig said,
"With nearly 250 years of combined
service, our institutions have shaped
ministry and service to the commu-
nity and the world. Now under the
name of Taylor University, God will
guide and direct thousands of lives."
As I began preparing for the '92
Vine, I glanced through numerous
yearbooks to get ideas. Last fall
when the destiny of our College
seemed uncertain, the last page of
the 1989 Vine caught my attention.
In 1989 the student body reacted
along with the college community to
the new name that replaced the old
familiar name "Fort Wayne Bible Col-
lege." The last page of the Vine thai
year had the headline "Change is c
Mark of Growth."
This school year has certainly beer
a year of change. We watched oui












like our enemy for
we loved Summit
"just the way it
was.
But as time progressed and we be-
gan to understand how the merger
would affect us personally, the fear
of the unknowd began to vanish and
Summit and Taylor began to be-
come one in our minds.
I respect our Summit leaders for
making this enormous decision hav-
ing eternal consequences. It was as
very selfless decision in which the fu-
ture interests of the students and the
friends of the college were placed
first. God obviously gave wisdom and
strength to our Summit administra-
tion. We love you for your courage
and personal sacrifice.
We'll miss you, Summit! Welcome,
Taylor! "Change is a mark of
growth!"—Christopher Maddox
(counter-clockwise) At Upland the twin spires of the Bell
Tower—one representing Christian commitment; the other
academic pursuit.
The Summit family awaits the public announcement on
Feb. 3.
Dr. Jay Kesler, President of Taylor University, both cam-
puses, attends Summit's last faculty meeting.
President Don Gerig makes the merger announcement at
a press conference.
Many question-answer sessions were held during the spring
session. Here the off-campus singles host a noon pizza
gathering in the Hollow to meet with the Upland repre-
sentative.







begins the class in
studies in the New Tes-
tament.
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During the summer months the professors at Summit
spend many hours preparing for the next school year.
They pick their curriculum, design their exams, create
projects, and study the courses they will be teaching.
Many times what is taught is an old concept with a
new twist. For instance in New Testament not only do
we study the Prison Epistles, but we are asked to write
our own epistle (new twist). The academic depart-
ments have created Classic Concepts.
As you look through this section you will see pictures
of your classmates as you've seen them, famous col-
lege figures, tributes to professors, some bits of history,
and special emphasis on the Music Department since
we must say goodbye to it.
The Vine Staff encourages you to read through these
pages looking at each picture and each story and
remembering the Classic Concepts gathered in Sum-
mit's classrooms.
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A TRIBUTE
Ron Scharfe has influenced the lives of hundreds of
students for God in his twenty-two years on this campus.
Lisa Burton knows she will remember him because of his
godly humility and passionate teaching and his appli-
cation of the scriptures. "Professor Scharfe pushed me
to my limit but not over it. He made me a better person,
"
says Lisa.
Lisa speaks for all students, staffand faculty who have
been blessed by Professor Scharfe's life and ministry. We
were deeply saddened by the news that this would be
his last year here. His warm Christian spirit his deep insight
into New Testament studies and his broad knowledge of
books and authors in this field will be greatly missed.
Professor Scharfe looksback on his years at this College
and shares that it has been exciting and rewarding to
interact with students who have positive attitudes and
motivation to learn. He says that ifhe had a favorite class
it was probably Hebrews. He loves the study and the
reading in preparation for his teaching. But his deepest
desire has been to do more than just teach in an aca-
demic sense. He has endeavored to be sensitive to and
supportive of his students. He has enjoyed the oppor-
tunity to lay foundations for reproduction in lives pre-
paring for ministry in the Kingdom.
Professor Scharfe has been more than successful in all
of these efforts and we are confident that whereverGod
leads him he will continue to glorify his Lord and Master.
Professor Arlen Birkey presents Ste-
phanie Cox the First-year Award in
Greek with high commendation.
It's goodbye to another classic, the Ro-
mans class taught by Dr. Wes. This group
of seniors leaves with garnered truths
Dr. Wes drove home through his lec-
tures and object lessons.
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ACADEMICS
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On "Biblical Foundations
Students have many recollections of
Dr. Wes's ways. He always started the
doctrine class with a hymn which was
judged first as to its doctrinal soundness
and then accompanied by Ira Gerig on
the small cassette player Dr. Wes used.
In class there was furious note-taking
as we tried to fill in the blanks on his
outline that came with our syllabus. As-
signments were relentless; one for each
new class period. It did not take long
to realize that he really did want long
lists and multiples of ten. The books on
reserve in the library were the rec-
ommended source material. You soon
figured out which you could depend
on for a few more points to put your
list over the ten or twenty mark.
Both professors, Wes and Ron, are
passionate teachers with strong con-
victions. They are particularly con-
cerned that the students apply the
truth being taught. Wes often brings up
the 35 mph speed limit on Rudisill as the
proof of whether we are living out what
we learn.
The Biblical Studies Division has been
a vital part of education at Summit
Christian College. All students have
taken a minimum of thirty hours under
this Division to complete their pro-
grams. This has provided the founda-
tion for education, ministry and per-
sonal growth. The S.A. Lehman Me-
morial Library has supported this em-
phasis. Any college library is built around
the majors offered by the institution.
Our library is no exception: the large
percentage of biblical study books in
this facility is testimony to the focus of
our education.— Phil Schlatter
Ryan Hyndman, a sophomore Pastoral Ministries
major, makes use ot the library for some heavy
Greek study.
"But you say, 'What am I to do in order to receive such wonderful grace?' It is all so simple. Listen.
Be sure to get it, and then do not forget it. This is it: First, give heed to what God says in His Word.
Second, receive His message not only in your mind but in your heart .... Third, obey Him unhes-
itatingly in everything.
"
—J.E. Ramseyer, (Dwell Deep , p. 126)
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On Our CDusical *Past
Music student Missy Burgess sings a duet with
Miss Everson at the Christmas concert.
Music major Scott Kump plays a difficult solo
piece on the xylophone for the spring con-
cert.
"Sounds Together" respond to Dr. Platte's en-
couragement before singing.
A TRIBUTE
Marlene Everson has spent a lot of
quality time with her students per-
sonally as well as musically. She could
always be counted on to regard
prayer as a priority when students
faced difficult times.
Music major Shawn Royal said,
"'Marlene Everson helped me de-
velop my self-confidence with re-
gard to my abilities. She also kept a
positive attitude and persuaded
students to think positively as well.
"
Rich Cook said that Marlene pre-
pared students musically and spiri-
tually.
When asked about the depart-
ment's move to Upland and her loss
ofherjob, she expressed her feeling
that the Lord is asking her to trust in
Him. Andabove allshe wouldlike the
student body to remember to seek
the Lord diligently in everything and
in everyway.— Tisha Moeck
Marlene Everson was rejoicing with music ma-
jor Beth Cotter before the camera intruded.
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And ^Present
Music Major Craig Anthony flips through his music
to find the right selection for his student.





Ira Gerig was a classic in 1975 as we
celebrated his record "Jesus Loves
Me. " He is still a classic. He played his
'




On Our CDusical "Past
Dana Collins makes a few humorous remarks be-
fore presenting the gift from "Sounds Together"
to Jay and Shirley Platte after the final concert.
Pam Witmer presents her senior recital.
Music has always had an important
place in the training of students at
Summit. The strong musical heritage
comes from both classical and gospel
backgrounds. The department has
tried to bring these two worlds to-
gether.
With the move of the music majors
to the Upland campus, the changes
here will be considerable. The Com-
munity School of the Arts will be more
fully developed, providing instruction,
facilities and services for children, youth,
and adults.
"Something had to be done and the
merger makes sense," says Dr. Platte,
who has been at SCC for twenty-four
years. "I came believing in its mission
and have been committed to an-
swering The Great Commission. I am
thankful for opportunity to develop the
Community School of Arts so that it
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And future
A TRIBUTE
Dana takes time to build friend-
ships—the kind that finds it easy to
pray together, And this year there
has been many prayers for col-
leagues as well as for his own future.
Dana finds ways to make learning
fun. According to Me'rle Hughes
Dana has a way ofexplaining so that
the student has a clear understand-
ing of what is being presented. Dana
speaks on the level of the student.
He knows how to balance serious-
ness and fun times in the class room.
Dana's commitment to the Lord,
to his fellow faculty, to music, and
to the students is obvious andmuch
appreciated.— Tisha Moeck
Steve Walley has given several concerts at SCC.




"The Singing Collegians" are a classic
from the early 70's. Jay Platte started
directing when he was still a student.
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Barbara Artherhults, manager of Correspon-
dence Studies, meets with senior Dave Shoe-





Vicki Ball works hard for an "A" in the philosophy
course.
Simling Ruth Clark, Clara Reynolds, Sharon
VonGunten, and Barbara Artherhultz.
The Correspondence Studies De-
partment, located in the base-
ment of Witmer Hall, offers an op-
portunity for students all over the
world to enhance their education.
The department meets the needs
of traditional and non-traditional
students, those who are older and
off-campus. The department han-
dles admissions and recording,
shipping and receiving—all done
efficiently by four ladies known as




ing" or "Have a nice day" help
make the mailings personal.
Many classroom students are al-
so enrolled in a correspondence
course. Many prefer the long hours
of reading over the never-ending
lectures. Others enjoy working at
their own pace without being
bombarded with daily assign-
ments and due dates.
Scott Rashly said that his experi-
enced with correspondence
courses were worth the money. He
said, "I was surprised by the
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tained." Although he has not always
liked the subject matter, he feels that
correspondence courses are well-or-
ganized and have many benefits to
offer. This department has been the
"salvation" of many prospective
graduates by providing those last-
minute credit hours. Vicki Ball, an on-
campus student has enjoyed setting
her own pace for her philosophy
course but will admit that it is a rough
course to take minus the professor,
As mentioned earlier, the depart-
ment also serves non-traditional stu-
dents. These students range from
those who have not taken previous
college courses to those wanting sim-
ply to "brush up."
The warmness and cooperation of
the four ladies in correspondence will
never be forgotten.
—by Michelle Traver
In 1937 the Bible Institute had nine
correspondence courses. But in
1970 thenumberjumped to 89 when
the Judson College Correspondence
Studies Department was acquired.
Marci Logan discovers "stress" as she tries to fin-
ish before graduation.
Some like Lonnie Stout take studying more seri-
ously than others.
"Yes! this is the last one," says Ty Hewitt, as the
secretary wisks it from his hand.
Dr. O. Carl Brown holds up his envelope of grad-
ed lessons.
"There's a deadline? I haven't started on the
course I took out months ago," declares Phil
Schlatter.
Scott Rashley and Janet Jacob bring a touch of
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On Christian Commitment and
FROM GUAM
Who are Judy and Wayne Rachow?
They weren't originally from Guam. It
was when their hitch with the Navy was
finished in '81 that they happened to
be on Guam and continued their work
in the church and Christian school there.
Judy was a classroom teacher for five
years and Wayne became vice-prin-
cipal and assistant pastor. Their duties
were many and varied because the
(counterclockwise top) Judy and Wayne Ra-
chow enjoy the April scholarship luncheon.
Weston Wachu reads much. You can find him in
the same corner of the liPrary four to five hours
each day. Here he puts the finishing touches on
a report for the Non-western World Literature
class.
Joseph Boway is one of the thirty plus students
to be prepared a scholarship at the April lunch-
eon. He wears his Liberian attire.
needs are great on this tropical island
that is paradise only for tourists.
Judy and Wayne have been working
fulltime on their degrees and are near-
ing completion. Wayne's desire would
be to be a church administrator to re-
lieve a pastor who is involved in many
different projects. Judy says, "We con-
sistently saw God's hand in our lives in
ways we didn't expect."
FROM KENYA
Who is Weston Wachu? This year
those who took the same classes with
him got to understand more about
Christians from East Africa for Wachu is
from Kenya. He has the gift of teaching
and preaching and longs to be used
of God. Also he likes to encourage
those who are discouraged. Wachu has
had sufficient cause for discourage-
FROM LIBERIA
Who is Joseph Boway? Though Joe
is a few years away yet from getting
a degree in Christian Education, he has
already done much in helping to carry
out the Great Commission. For ten
years he worked with the Lutheran Bi-
ble Translators in his homeland, Liberia,
West Africa. His goal has been to help
get God's Word into the Krahn lan-
guage of his people. In his teens, Joe
learned English quickly from the mis-
sionary's children. Two summers ago
when Liberia broke into a bloody civil
war, Joe escaped miraculously and
continued to help with translation work
in Idaho.
ment having faced the constant im-
minent danger for family and property
in his homeland. Also the long sepa-
ration from his wife and three children
is a testing he hopes will soon end if his
hopes come true that they can join him
while he finishes his degree. His degree







Wayne Allen, '75 FWBC
graduate, has been Pro-
gram Director for the World
Mission major two years. His
background enabled him to
give much in that time. He
served twelve years with
RBMU International in Indo-
nesia, taught at Berea Bible
Institute and served as its
Academic Dean for two
years. Also he worked seven
years as a missionary at the
village level.
His conversion experience
directed him into the world.
In part of the account of this
he says, "The morning after
my conversion, my earlier
Christian training bearing
fruit, I rose early for personal
devotions. Godspoke tome
again and gave me Jere-
miah 1:5 as a life verse. He
assuredme that I was called
before my birth to be a
prophet to the nations. Thus
my conversion and my call
to service were simultane-
ous.
"
Wayne Allen is a rare kind
of person in his quiet obedi-
ence. We were privileged to
have him for a while.
t¥o€to>i4, (£aeivaceitcojt
Who's Who Among Students In Amer- Alpha Kappa Awards: Certificates:
ican Universities and Colleges: Van Stephanie Cox, Nathan Herman, Kelly
Duitsman, Mary Ann Burkey, Amy Level, Lerch, Benton Rhodes First-Year
Maggie Troyer, Pam Witmer. Awards: Stephanie Cox
Christian Education Award: Steve Witz-
ki
Pastor's Heart Awards: Stan Owen, Paul
Demaree
Teacher Education Awards: Beth Cot-
ter, Beverly Free
American Bible Society Award: Frieda
Yoder
Cocurricular Awards:





Van Duitsman received one of the senior co-
curricular awards from Dean Carolyn Arthur.
ACADEMICS 51-
Corey Laster's will to
win has the edge as he
goes up tor the tip-off.
Leg-a-cies (leg'a-seas) N. Bequests; gifts which are
left by a will.
Any athlete would be proud to have participated
in the athletic experience of Summit Christian College.
The final two minutes, the last team effort, the roar of
a crowd: victory marked the end of an era for SCC
sports.
Every sport offers thrills and excietment; every sport
offers something to cheer for. Many times it came
down to the last play, the last shot, the last second.
From soccer and volleyball to basketball and intra-
murals, there were plenty of heart-stopping moments.
Some of these moments made us cheer; other made
us gasp in disbelief. The ups and downs of our Falcon's
wins and losses, however, kept us coming back; they
kept us cheering.
Strained voices and fast-beating hearts are just a
few of the feelings that you should remember as you
go through these next few pages. Just feel it—Sport-
ing Legacies.
—Christopher Maddox
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The men's soccer team went
undefeated in conference this
year with a district record of
9-1, defeating even rivals
Grace and Michigan Christian.
But like everything else it came
with its price—hard work. The
team worked hard both in
practice and during games,
often winning only through that
extra effort. Head Coach Jim
Hughes felt that this year's team
put in more consistent hard
work than any other team in
the last seven years.
Experience also played a
role. Though most guys were
relatively new to the scene, a
few had played in high school
before coming to Summit and
quickly adapted to the challenge
of playing at a higher level. What-
ever the team lacked in experi-
ence it made up for by working
together, often defeating more
experienced teams through sheer
determination alone.
Although hard work often did
give the team the winning edge,
even that was sometimes not
enough. Some of the bigger col-
lege teams had simply been play-
ing the game a lot longer. But the
Falcon team never failed to give
it their all and placed second in
the NCCAA II Regionals. —Greg
Camp
Kevin Conklin and Kurt Brubaker race
back to help on defense.
Setting up for an indirect kick, the
Falcons prepare to put a play into
action which will give them an op-
portunity to score.
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Joe Boway, Greg Camp,
Jeff Harmen, Ty Hewitt,
Fred Witmer, Brian Slack,
Assistant Coach Jon Ford.
Coach Jim Hughes, Tyler
Garth, Nathan Herman,
Greg Carlyle, Peter Eich-
er, and Ken Schrock.
Advancing cautiously. Matt Gerber drib-
bles upfield in the Homecoming game.
Matt, normally the goalkeeper, played the
field due to a hand injury.
The dangers of the field are painful as fullback Tyler Garth
goes up for a headball in the Regional Tournament against
Grace.
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Women's Volleyball
team won the
conference title in the
fall of 1978. Coach Phyl
Miller led them in an
undefeated season.
Champions in the CDaking
Opponent Us/ Them
Cincinnati Bible . 2/0




Grace Bible College . . . .1/2
Cincinnati Bible .1/2
Grace Bible College . , , .0/2
Kentucky Christian .2/1
Cincinnati Bible . 2/0
Grace Bible College . . . 0/2
Kentucky Christian 1/2
Grace Bible College .
.
. 0/3
Circleville Bible . 2/0
Graceland University. . .A/2
Lincoln Christian .1/2
Michigan Christian .... .2/
OCircleville Bible . 2/0
OSU—Newark .1/2
Grace College .0/3
Grace Bible College . . .2/3
Michigan Christian .... . 2/0




Kentucky Christian. . . . . 2/0
Grace Bible .0/2
Kentucky Christian. . . . . 2/0
Grace Bible .1/2
The 1991 volleyball season was
one which saw many fine
achievements both individually
and as a team. The Lady Falcons
started their season while every-
one else was still at home pre-
paring to return to campus. They
spent a week of conditioning at
Miracle Camp in Lawton, Michi-
gan. This was a great time for
everyone to get to know one an-
other through devotions, early
morning two-mile jogs, fixing
meals with "chef Strahm", ca-
noeing or paddling across the
lake, and even a Euchre tourna-
ment.
The ladies worked hard and set
goals to try to improve their game
and themselves personally. Deb-
bie Gavranic, junior, used the
theme of the team's season, "Im-
proving Your Serve," to do just
that. "I wanted to be more con-
sistent in serving on the court and
carry that over into being a ser-
vant consistently in life too."
Under the leadership of Coach
Deborah Rupp, the Lady Falcons
soared to a 12-15 record finishing
second in the Regional tourna-
ment. The Falcons waged a suc-
cessful campaign. A campaign
where the achievements were
not all on the scoreboard, but
rather within the individual's per-
formance as a committed Chris-
tian athlete. —Missy Burgess and
Meichelle Long
Coach Rupp encourages players.
Before Regionals, Tracy Hayes, Tri-
cia Hobson, and Jamie McConnell





Debbie Gavranic powered many balls to the tloor to keep
the Lady Falcons on top.
Amy Black, freshman, puts another ball down to help to-
ward a victory.
Brandy Carey, Tammy Kelsey, Darcy Zenk-Threlkeld, Tracy
Hayes, and Debbie Gavranic; Adam Henderson (Asst.
Coach), Jamie McConnell, Missy Burgess, Deb Rupp
(Coach), Bobby Vought, Tricia Hobson, and Bob Von-
Gunten (Asst. Coach); Julie Jarrett, Meichelle Long (Sco-
rebook), and Amy Black.
A familiar sight this season was Coach Rupp taping ankles





Larry Lewis and Todd
Habbeger, winner of
Murchison Award, rejoice






Grace Bible . . 87/23
Cincinnati Bible . . 60/42
Michigan Christian . . . . 67/63
Great Lakes Bible . . . . 84/51
Wright State
U-Lake . .71/62











GRSBM . . 76/73
Grace Bible . . 92/57
Circleville Bible . .61/89
Concordia
Seminary . 91/47
Michigan Christian . . . . 43/82
Great Lakes Bible . . .68/71




Lincoln Christian . .69/81
Moody Bible
Institute . . 49/58




Cinncinnati Bible. . . . . 70/69
Kentucky Christian. . . 69/65
NCCAA NATIONALS
Central Bible . . 70/92
Pillsbury College . . 48/80
San Jose Christian . . . 100/92
Determination, Success
It was a classic season. Hamilton
said the highlight for him was to
see ten guys begin with the goal
of going to Nationals and then
achieving that goal.
The season was special for
seniors Clark Woods and Steve
Witzki. Their first year the team
was 0-24. Now they end as Re-
gional Champs. Clark says he
"felt like Michael Jordan when
the Chicago Bulls won their
Championship." Witzki says win-
ning Regionals "was really
great—more than words could
describe." Steve had played 100
consecutive games without in-
juries when an injury forced him
to miss the last four regular-sea-
son games. But he was back in
for the Regionals.
Other touches making a clas-
sic season was the award to Bud
Hamilton as NCCAA Regional
coach of the year and the
NCCAA Scholar-Athlete award
to Steve Witzki. —Daryle Craw-
ley
Fred Witmer considers the possibilities.




Bob VonGunten, Steve Witzki, Fred
Witmer, Bob Mann, Daryle Crawley
(manager); Jim Beard (Assistant), Bud
Hamilton (coach), Scott Haddix, Wayne
Doss, Corey Laster, Clark Woods, Mi-
chael Wagstaff, Tom Osbeck. (Not
pictured: Mark Hull).




The Falcon mascot celebrates
the strength and determination
of the team—Falcon power.
Palcons Irly 31\q\\ Above the ftest
While hosting the regional championships Feb.
27-29, the Falcons soared above their opponents
in heated competition. But the road to a chance
to compete in the National Championships was
not an easy one for the Falcons. Ever since spring
break the Falcons struggled. Before the break,
the Falcons were 9-2; after the break they were
10-9.
Coming into Regionals, hosted at Summit, the
Falcons had just come off a huge win over Grand
Rapids in overtime 99-98. Then in the Regional
tourney, the Falcons were the #3 seed and drew
a first round game with Grand Rapids again. It
was a hard-fought game with the Falcons com-
Visible signs of Falcon fever appeared on a
lot of heads.
Falcon fans roared as victory seemed more
and more of a possibility.
ing out 71-63. In the second game, the Falcons
played the second seeded Cincinnati Bible. This
game went down to the wire with the Falcons
winning 70-69.
Then came the big championship game against
the number-one seed, defending (1991) National
champions, Kentucky Christian. The Falcons pre-
vailed in the end 69-65 for the right to be called
number one!
In the National tournament, the Falcons were
seeded seventh, and by posting a 1-2 record in
the tourney came out seeded the seventh best
team in the nation in NCCAA Division II.
. Kbitie
"We can do it," says Coach
Hamilton during a time-out
against Grand Rapids.
Up again for a score, Corey
Laster leaves the opponents
in bewiiaerment.





Watch out! Corey is on the move.




Members of the team
coached by Deb Rupp that
won the Mideast Regionals
in 1984
£ady Falcons Gain Experience
Opponents Us/Them
Cincinnati Bible 35/70










Kentucky Christian. . . . 30/61
GRSBM 50/15
Michigan Christian .... 37/60
Great Lakes Bible .... 63/44
Kentucky Christian. . . . 51/82




"Give 100%, 100% of the time!"
was the theme of the women's
basketball team. Though it was
made up mainly of inexperienced
players, it exceeded all expec-
tations. Coach Tom Osbeck said,
"They improved every time they
got out on the floor."
In their earlier games, their in-
experience contributed to their
losses. The team gained the most
valuable asset of experience
against some tough teams. Sum-
mit's ladies proved that, despite
adverse conditions, success can
be accomplished through unity,
hard work, and faith.
The main reason for the team's
success was the ability of each
player to understand her role and
to perform when called upon. This
blending of talent provided a true
team effort as each game re-
quired a different individual's abil-
ities and skills, each player making
significant contributions. With a
strong nucleus back for next year,
1992-93 should be a good year.
—Meichelle Long
The team fires up for the final min-
utes of play.






Lady Falcons war against KCC for control of the
ball.
Coach Tom Osbeck looks on as his Falcon team
plays the final game of the season.
Greg Carlyle (assistant), Crista Cloyd. Traci Slye,
Julia Jarrett. Tammy Kelsey, Tom Osbeck (coach);
TyAnn Standeford, Meichelle Long, Traci
Schwarzkopf, Nancy Elenbaum, Liz Seward; and
Anne Mays (assistant) and Deanna.
Liz, Tracy, and Crista take a break from their Re-
gional hosting duties.





Participation was high this year as
SCC students, faculty, and staff
teamed up for intramurals. The men
began their season by playing flag
football, ping-pong, and chess. The
second semester agenda included
floor hockey, volleyball, basketball,
tennis, relays, and the start of women's
intramurals. The women actively par-
ticipated in volleyball, tennis, and floor
hockey.
Bud Hamilton, the organizer of intra-
murals commented on how pleased he
was with the enthusiastic participation,
the competition, and the overall unity
each team showed. According to Bud,
"Unity is what made intramurals so suc-
cessful." This unity was evident as nine
teams pulled together to show their
Summit pride. Representing the men's
teams were DeSomer's wing, Duits-
man's wing, Fisher's wing, Harmon's
wing, and the grand champions, Las-
ter's wing. For the women there were
these teams: Rossman's Roadkill, The
Blacks, Tenario's Tacos, and Jacob's
Generics. The nine teams were com-
prised of people from all ranks at Sun
mit joining together to form the winnin
team for '92 intramurals. —Amy Whec
Lori Snyder, Amie Paladi, Amy Level, Coach Cc
ey Laster; Cheri Patton, Candi Northcutt, Trace
Bohner, Shellie Paladi; Laura Rashley, Holly Wrigh
Carol Sparks, Lisa Barton, Teresa Collins. Coac
Tim Everly, Shelia Combs: DeeAnn Krider. Jennifi
Heine, Michele Rossman, Nikki Stewart, Stephai
ie Turner, Bethany Burch; Cara Glassie, Meichel
Long, Michelle Traver.
Arms positioned and eyes searching for the puck,
Claire Cavanaugh and Sue Hejhal wait to take
a swing.
Dave Hawkins attempts to stop Kurt Brubaker from
passing the ball to the open man.
Goalie Shelia Combs defends her goal,
SPORTS
Joining 'Ranks
Ben Hurst launches the football seconds before
Corey Laster grabs for his flag.
Don Hamm waits for referee Scott Haddix to sig-
nal for play to resume.
Ball in arm, Phil Amstutz tries to escape the clutch
of competitor Wayne Doss.




Cheerleaders inspire the crowd at every op
portunity.
The Falcon cheerleaders fired up Summit for a winning
season. Their hard work and dedication paid off as they
led cheers and assisted in keeping the crowd on their
toes.
"The male cheerleaders were a great asset to the
squad," says Amy Parker. Their strength and enthusiasm
boosted the team to new heights. The many long hours
of practice paid off in giving them an added professional
look.
The whole squad with the help of sponsor, Sondra
Beard, led the spirited fans in supporting our winning
Falcons. —Marci Logan
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The intensity of the moment is expressed on Lori Wal-
ters' face.
The men cheerleaders actively participate in their
fund raiser.
Jen and Tina take a break.
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VOLLEYBALL AWARDS Most Improved Player: Second Team: Nancy Elenbaum
Tammy Kelsey Greg Camp, Matt Gerber Team Spirit Award:
First Year: Amy Black, Traci Slye
Melissa Burgess, Brandy Most Valuable Player: NCCAA ALL-AMERICAN:
Carey, Julia Jarrett, Melissa Burgess Second Team: Ty Hewitt Most Valuable Player:
Meichelle Long. Second Nancy Elenbaum
Year: Tracy Hayes, Trlcia NCCAA AWARDS All-Region: CHEERLEADING AWARDS
Hobson, Tammy Kelsey, First Team: Melissa Burgess NCCAA ALL-REGION:
Bobbi Voght, Third Year: Second Team: Deb First Year: Harold Brooks, Nancy Elenbaum
Deb Gavranic. Fourth Year: Gavranic Tom DeSomer, Cara Glassle,
Jamie McConnell, Darcey Jennifer Harrison, Matt Level, MEN'S BASKETBALL AWARDS
Zenk. NCCAA ALL-AMERICAN: Eric Myers, Nate Norton,
Melissa Burgess Chris Schwartz, Tina Squires, First Year: Daryle Crawley,
Service Percentage 94.1: Lori Walters. Wayne Doss, Bob Von
Jamie McConnell Second Year: Amy Parker, Gunten, Mike Wagstaff.
Detensive Player: SOCCER AWARDS Third Year: Holly Wright Second Year: Fred Witmer.
Julia Jarrett Third Year: Mark Hull, Corey
Spirit Award: First Year: Joe Boway, Greg WOMEN'S BASKETBALL Laster, Bob Mann. Fourth
The Entire Team Camp, Peter Eicher, Andy AWARDS Year: Steve Witzki, Clark
Setter of the Year: Fensler, Ty Hewitt, Ken Woods.
Melissa Burgess Schrock, Brian Slack, Fred First Year: Crista Cloyd, Julia
Witmer. Second Year: Matt Jarrett, Tammy Kelsey, Most Improved Player:
Gerber*, Nathan Herman, Tracey Schwarzkopf, Liz Bob Von Gunten
Jeff Harmon. Third Year: Seward, Traci Slye, Ty Ann Rebound Leader:
Tyler Garth. Fourth Year:
Greg Carlyte*, Kevin
Standeford. Second Year:








Offensive Player: Co-Most Valuable Players
Ty Hewitt Most Improved Player: Steve Witzki, Clark Woods
Defensive Player: Tammy Kelsey
Matt Gerber Defensive Player: NCCAA SCHOLAR ATHLETE:
I i^Ep '^H s*^ :f M Rookie of the Year: Julie Jarrett Steve Witzki
J/.HHt 111
1
,« °^H| I aJii-. Greg Camp Rebound Leader:
rk*I' 8 Ty Ann StandefordNCCAA AWARDS All-District Assist Leader:
^JI^k! Ww^^ m First Team: Nancy Elenbaum
Kevin Conklin, Ty Hewitt Free Throw Percent Leader:
•
Peter Eicher, Holly Wright, and Wayne Doss show
us in a funny song how the College has changed
over the years.
Coach Jim Hughes expresses his appreciation
a aood vear of soccer.g y r
for
Tammy Kelsey receives her MIP award in bas-
ketball from Coach Tom Osbeck.
SPORTS
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Co-captain Steve Witzki speaks his heart with laughter and tears.
Cheerleader Nathan Norton presents sponsor SonPra Beard with a teddy
Pear signed Py all of the cheerleaders.
Coach Hamilton says goodPye to graduating
senior Clark Woods.
Assistant Jim Beard congratulates BoP Mann on
another terrific PasketPall season.
SPORTS
Limited Edition
During the Olympics this year, tele-
vision viewers had the opportunity to
see the athletes in a special feature
"up close and personal." But how many
Summit students have seen their pro-
fessors "up close and personal"?
Take a closer look at Miss Deborah
Rupp—long-time member of the Sum-
mit Fort Wayne community. She is
committed to developing the excel-
lence not only in her own Christian life,
but also in the lives of her students and
athletes.
Deb is committed to giving her stu-
dents a strong background in psy-
chology and fitness. When Deb was
asked "How do you hope you have
influenced students and athletes at this
college," she replied that her intent was
that they reallize they can go beyond
what they had thought were their lim-
its, that they think for themselves, and
that they realize the importance of
continual growth. She has held team
bible studies at her home for years. She
says, "It's part of the secret to teanr
unity. I have seen the importance o
building up the Body spiritually, and
think that I learned more from the ath-
letes than they did from me."
Although the future is unclear for Det
Rupp, she reminds us all that "we wall-
by faith and not by sight." —Meichelle
Long
Deb holds her faithful watch dog Friskey.
The 1986-87 Women's Basketball Team.
Coach Rupp presents the fourth year volleyball
award to Jamie McConnell.
Coach Morley played an important role as men-
tor for Deb during her first year.
70 1 SPORTS
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A Decade of Dedication
Deb needs to be surgically removed from two
growths on her hands: the telephone and a
coffee mug.




From big city and small town we came filling the
SCC campus with variety. We learned to get along
together and had some memorable times. There were
those great movie nights when the whole gang
watched classic flicks at the dollar theater. Or we got
together in one of the lounges to see who was best
in Pictionary or Eucher and watched the latest episode
of Beverly Hills 902 10. Sometimes we pooled our re-
sources to stay up all night studying at Azars.
Whatever the activity, the most important thing was
that we did it with friends. The relationships comple-
mented the hard work. This section entitled "Mirrored






Senior Class Officers: Joan Baldwin,
















































































Senior Greg Carlisle studies for his classes at the library. Students spend

















Our Pain, God's Gain
This year's Baccalaureate
chapel had a special place
in the hearts ot the gradu-
ates and underclassmen of
Summit Christian College. It
marked the last chapel un-
der our present name.
Rev. Scharfe was the
choice of the seniors for this
special service. He left us
with much to think about in
his sermon entitled "A Suit-
able Prayer for Graduates."
He focused on a man named
Jabez who is introduced
once and only briefly in two
verses amidst the lists of
names in I Chronicles 4. His
name means "pain," and
probably was a handicap,
but he learned to overcome
"I finally made it," thinks PM major
David Shoemaker.
President Don Gerig hides his hap-
piness as he leads the left column
of the processional.
Even on crutches, Elementary Edu-
cation Major Amy Level wouldn't
miss this day.
his difficulties. He asked to be
blessed and to be kept from
evil. In the end Jabez was
"more honorable than his
brothers," says verse 9.
Rev. Scharfe encouraged
us to endure the pain and to
step outside our comfort
zones. He made several ref-
erences to athletes who
were overcomers, enduring
the pain to obtain the goal.
As his sermon ended, we
expressed our appreciation
with a long and sincere
standing ovation. We need-
ed to be reminded that like
Jabez our pain can be
turned into honor that pleas-
es God.
ALBUM
Dr. Richard Dugan, Vice President
for Academic Affairs, leads the right
column of faculty and graduates.
Rev. Scharfe is ready as he ap-
proaches the lectern.
Commencement '92
A Day To Reflect
The weather cleared Sat-
urday, May 9, and the tra-
ditional processional en-
tered the Activities Center
with flags flying. "Pomp and
Circumstance" brought the
63 graduates to the front
rows. The invocation was
given by Senior Class Presi-
dent Amy Level, followed by
the reading of Isaiah 55:1-13
and Romans 11:33 through
12:8.
Dr. Timothy Warner, a
past-president of Summit
(1971-1980), gave an ad-
dress entitled "Rebuilding
Foundations." Warner noted
that the emphasis in pastoral
ministry today often favors
professional competence
over godly leadership. The
person in the pew says "I
Dr. Wes Gerig congratulates schol-
ar-athlete Steve Witzki.
Richard (C.E.) and Margaret (El. Ed.)
Troyer celebrate the long-prayed-
for occasion with their son.
Tracey Spenst holds the A. A. de-
gree and husband Nolan holds her.
want to be helped to be all
/ can be" rather than seek-
ing "all God wants me to
be."
The missing foundational
piece, says Warner, is bibli-
cal theology, which is being
replaced by strategizing in-
tended to unite people;
theology is avoided be-
cause it may divide people.
Warner says that the crucial
part of theology is to believe
the truth about the nature of
God; otherwise Satan will
deceive as he did Adam and
Eve. "We do what we do




Graduates happily wait for the re-
cessional (but then recess quietly
without the planned music.)
Senior Verse
"Not unto us, O Lord,
not unto us,
but unto thy name
give glory,
for thy mercy, and
for thy truth's sake.
"
Psalm 115:1 (NIV)
While waiting for the processional
to begin, Paul Demaree chuckles




I wonder who Junior Tracey Bohner
is talking to? Girls in Lex spend many
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"How small do you think I can get this napkin?" asks Junior Ken Shrock.





























Sophomore Rosemary Stelz takes a
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The pressures of audio-visual lab

















Look on . . .
Freshmen class officers: H. Norfhrop,




































































Jenny Fleehart and a flower make an exciting table decoration.
ALBUM
Todd Charvat shows school spirit by sup
























For we are God's masterpieces, created in Christ Jesus to do
good works, which God prepared in advance for us to do.
Ephesians 2: 10
When an artist has learned all he can, he sets up his
canvas, gathers his paints, and begins. He works until
he is satisfied with his creation and can confidently call
his work a masterpiece. That is how the professors and
other staff members of Summit worked to create mas-
terpieces out of us, the students.
When we came, we allowed ourselves to be mold-
ed and shaped. We were instructed in Biblical truths
and shown how they apply to our lives. We were given
the tools to make decisions.
We owe much to each faculty, staff, and admin-
istrative person. They have shared their experiences
with us. Though the year has been one of uncertainty,
they have borne it courageously. Changes have been
made as they must be for us to grow, and they remind
us God is in control. Thank you for your part in God's








add a little trivia to
our yearbook. We
asked eighteen of
the faculty, staff, and
administrators fifteen
questions about






member of the Brady
Bunch? What's your
favorite music group?
Also recorded is their
birthday, High School,





tions and now it's your
turn to match their
answers and faces to
their names. After
you have figured
them all out, you can
look at the answers
on the top of page
102.
Nov. 4 birthday. Graduated from
Hopedale HS (IL), FWBC '64. Favor-
ite prank was riding in the washing
machine in Schultz (w/o water). Fa-
vorite TV show, Andy Griffith reruns;
comic strip, "Herman", President,
Reagan.
Aug. 1 birthday. Graduated from
Crawfordsville HS. Favorite deli
sandwich, spaghetti; ingredient on
pizza, spaghetti; federal agency, FBI;
board game, Farkle; musical group,
Sharon and Robin.
Sept. 17 birthday. Graduated from
South Side HS, FWBC '51. Favorite
invention of the 20th century, au-
tomobile; federal agency, Post Of-
fice; TV shows, "Car 54" and "Ho-
gan's Heroes"; musical group, Ca-
nadian Brass.
June 10 birthday. Graduated frc
Decatur HS. Favorite comic stri
"Peanuts"; TV show, "Jeopardy
board game, Monopoly; magazir
"Harper's"; deli sandwich, Turke
Ham, and Cheese; major in colleg
English.
July 15 birthday. Graduated from
Central HS (all-boys school in Phila-
delphia). Favorite deli sandwich,
Jewish Hoagie; comic strip, "Andy
Capp"; TV Show, "Top Cops"; mu-
sic group, Beatles. I don't really like
pizza.
Feb. 25 birthday. Graduated from
Rolling Prairie HS (IN). Favorite inven-
tion of 20th century, electric light;
board game, Scrabble; comic strip,
"Peanuts"; TV show, "This Week";
ingredient on pizza, cheese.
Dec. 21 birthday. Graduated from
South Side HS, FWBC 70. Favorite
musical group, the Lettermen; com-
ic strip, "Archie"; prank, organizing
group who methodically took all the
forks from the cafeteria over a two-
week period.
LV'y; ,V'Wjtfe,'lr,^/:
Apr. 23 birthday. Graduated frc
Elmhurst HS, FWBC '58. Favori
magazine, "Royalty"; TV she
"Wheel of Fortune"; ingredient i
pizza, everything but the weird sti




jjan. 27 birthday. Graduated from
Broad Ripple HS, FWBC '69. Favorite
magazine, MAC World; federal
agency, IRS; prank, switching suit-
cases on a choir tour; deli sandwich,
salami; invention of 20th century,
computer.
Dec. 13 (a Friday) birthday. Grad-
uated from South Side HS. FWBC '64.
Favorite board game, Sorry; prank,
to take a life-size Pink Panther from
the neighbor's trash and put it in a
friend's car; federal agency, CDC.
Nov. 18 birthday. Graduated from
John Adams HS (OH), FWBC '69. Fa-
vorite federal agency, not IRS; mu-
sical group, GLAD; deli sandwich,
Reuben; prank, putting rubber vom-
it on the floor of a home we visited
as a child.
May 23 birthday. Graduated from
Sebewaing HS (Ml), FWBC '51 & 75.
Favorite federal agency. Library of
Congress; board game "Pente";
favorite prank, put a glass of water
on a slightly ajar door. Major in col-
lege, Christian Ed.
Aug. birthday. Graduated from
Manual HS (IL), FWBC in '62. Favorite
comic strip, "Garfield"; game, PIT;
prank, hiding alarm clocks in the li-
brary; President, Carter. Is there such
a thing as a favorite federal agen-
cy?
Apr. 12 birthday. Graduated from
Northwest HS (Ml), FWBC 71. Fa-
vorite TV show, Bears football; mu-
sical group, Peter, Paul, and Mary;
comic strip, "Calvin & Hobbes"; deli
sandwich, open-face Reuben at
Gouloffs. I like IKE.
Aug. 27 birthday. Graduated from
Berne-French HS, FWBC '66. Favor-
ite invention of 20th Century, the
weed wacker; comic strip, "Andy
Capp"; President Ford; member of
Brady Bunch, Alice; musical group,
Statler Bros.
Jan. 19 birthday. Graduated from
South Side HS, FWBC 75. Favorite
federal agancy, OSHA; prank, per-
suading a missionary colleague his
visa had been terminated; musical
group. Beach Boys; board game,
chess.
;c
Aug. 27 birthday. Graduated from
Northrop HS. Favorite federal agen-
cy, IRS; President, Lincoln; ingredi-
ents on pizza, olives and mush-
rooms; comic strip, "Calvin &
Hobbes"; deli sandwich, pastrami on
rye; Brady Bunch, Alice.
Dec. 27 birthday. Graduated from
Fitchburg HS (MA). Favorite comic
strip, "Far Side"; prank, to give an
"F" to a student who misspells his
own name; federal agency, Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts; Bra-
dy Bunch, Tiger (spoke the least).
FACULTY/STAFF
Wayne Allen, World Mission
Doug Barcalow, Christian Ed
Dave Biberstein. Pastoral Min
Arlan Birkey. Greek & Bible
Eunice Conrad. English
Marlene Everson, Music
Lisa Foster, (Adjunct) Eng,
Wes Gerig. Bible
Ross Lakes, (Adjunct) Speech




Dr. Martin is stopped in the midst
of making phone call by another
one of his many Counseling ma-
jors.
Deb Rupp tries to find out what's
hot and what's not as she reads
the news on one of her many
road trips with the team.
Dr. Schutt describes the miracles
of the human body.
FACULTY/STAFF
BARBARA ADAMS. Sec. Financial Aid




RICHARD BAXTER, Dir. Chr. Service
JAMES BEARD.Admissions Counselor
CYNTHIA BECK. Admin. Asst. Business
Affairs
WAVA BUESCHLEN. Director of Library
MARK BURRITT. Business Office
TAMI BURRITT, Switchboard Operator
JILL BURTON, Sec. Christian Service
CLAIRE CAVANAUGH. Lexington R.D.
RUTH CLARK. Correspondence Sec.
KATHY DONALDSON, Business Office
RICHARD DUGAN. V.P. Academic
Affiars
JANET ELWOOD, Mailroom Supervisor
ALMA EMERICK. Switchboard
Operator
TERRY EMERICK, Dir. Business Affairs
JON FORD, Dir. Instructional Services
BILL GERIG, Director Alumni
DONALD GERIG, President
MARVIN "BUD" HAMILTON. Athletic Dir.
DON HAMM, Director of Personnel




DENZIL HOSKINS, Dir Planned Giving
JIM HUGHES. Asst. Dir. Athletics
MARTI IMLER. Scheduling Secretary
Christian Service
POLLY JACOBS, Donor Records
Assistant
Carolyn Arthur shows her
relief at the end of the final
faculty meeting for the
year.
President Don Gerig
announces the new Herald








MICHAEL VAN HUISEN. Asst. Dir. Library
STACY WITZKI. Secretary Enrollment
MARCEIL ZEHR, Sec. Alumni Affairs
VICKI JACOBS, Executive Sec- to Pres.
CAROLYN JOHNSON. Admissions Sec.
JAN KIRKMAN. Secretary Registrar
JAY LAHR, Supervisor Business Oft.
LORRAINE MEEK. Sec. Academic Dean
LINDA NEWMAN, Type Setter Print
Shop
ROSE ANN NICKEL. Coordinator IMC
DENNIS NORMAN, Maintenance
Technician
TOM OSBECK. Schultz R.D.




EDISON REYNOLDS. Dir Physical Plant
LOIS ROTH, Executive Sec.
Development
AGNES SADDINGTON. Sec. Athletic
Off.






DEB SHAW. Secretary Music Dept
RUTH SILVERS. Assistant Librarian
ALANA SPICE. Business Office
JAN PAUL STOREY, Director Admissions
JON SWANSON, V P Development























Dr. Barcalow tells one of his
infamous jokes at the Cele-
bration Banquet.
I
Deb Shaw busy at work in her little corner office
in Founders.
Tom Osbeck and foster daughter Deanne after




"That's it, I've had it!" says Ginger
Thimlar as she throws her homework
in the air.
tasting Impression
As the year progressed, changes were visible. The Admissions
office moved to the student lounge on the main floor of Witmer,
and the students took over the faculty lounge which was moved
upstairs. The chapel became Ramseyer Memorial Chapel in honor
of Daddy Ramseyer; Lex dorm was painted; offices were moved.
Students said good-bye to professors, graduated, took jobs in far-
away places.
But the memories and dreams that were formed here at Summit
have not died. To those 63 who graduated, their dream has taken
a new course.
As a yearbook staff we have shown you a year of reflection. We
encourage you to look back at the past. Look at the vision that
was planted and how you as a student played a part in the fulfilling
of that vision. As you look back, don't miss the chance to look
ahead. Dream new dreams. Create new visions. The Vine staff had
a vision of reflecting. We wanted to reflect not only what we had
been, but what we have become—a Reflection on a Modem Clas-
sic.—Shannon Heady
THEME CLOSER
Dissatisfied with the color of the hallway in Schultz,
Jason Hoffman covers the walls with discarded
Summit posters.




Throughout the history of
this College many changes
have taken place, not only in
name but in curriculum and
new buildings. This college has
had nearly 3600 graduates,
several hundred faculty and
six presidents. For nearly a
hundred years students have
come to prepare themselves
for God's work.
As we make another tran-
sition, we feel it is appropriate
to say good-bye to Summit
Christian College. In the next
few years our College will be
different. There will no longer
be a Bible-major requirement
or a Christian-Service require-
ment for all majors. However,
we are not just saying good-
bye, but we are also saying
hello to new visions, new ad-
ventures and new opportu-
nities.
We love you, Summit, and
we thank you for being a col-
lege where we can love and
serve the Lord. Thank you
and good-bye to departing
administrators, faculty and
staff and to the graduates.
The memory of Summit Chris-
tian College will always re-








Allen, Wayne 51, 98
Alles, Amy 27, 90
Amstutz, Anne











Arthur, Carolyn 10, 22,
100
Auer, Timothy










Beard, Jim 59, 69, 100












Blythe, Erik 26, 90
Bohner, Ted 24, 33, 37,
90
Bohner, Tracey 27, 64,
82
Bolden, Joan






Bradley II, Charles 90
Brennerman, Maury
Brock, Kerry 90
Brook, Harold 67, 90
Brothers, Lorena 91
Brown, Robert 6, 82
Brown, Stella 91




Burch, Bethany 13, 23,
64,86
Burgess, Melissa 12, 26,
30, 33, 44, 57, 91
Burkey, Mary Ann 74











Camp, Gregory 33, 54,
91















Clark, Nadine 27, 91
Clark, Ruth 64, 100
Clark, Terry
Clifton, Vicki










Presented by Alumni Associa-
tion for her commitment to
ministry and to meeting the
needs of people in the name
of Jesus Christ. She served in
two traveling music groups,
worked with teens in a Cam-
pus Life club, tutored elemen-
tary children in a latch key pro-
gram, and spent a summer tu-
toring with Woria Impact in Los
Angeles. She graduates with a
B.S. in Elementary Education.
Collins, Dana 47
Collins, Dennis 24
Collins, Teresa 7, 27, 74




















DeBolt, Sharon 12, 13
83
Demaree, Paul 75, 81













Duitsman, Van 7, 24
75











Emery, Paul 24, 87
Etzcorn, Susan 75


































Gerig, Donald 78, 100
Gerig, Wesley 80, 98
















Haddix, Scott 59, 65, 87
Hamilton, Bud 59, 61,
69, 100















Presented by Alumni Associa-
tion for excellence and sensi-
tivity in her ministry involve-
ments as a Bible study leader
and as a counselor at the Crisis
Pregnancy Center. She gradu-
ates with a B.S. in Counseling.
Hawkins, David 5, 7,
24, 29, 64, 90, 91
Hay, Wendy 25, 87












Hewitt, Ty 25, 55, 65, 92
Hicks, Donna 5, 92
Hicks, Latrina 27
Hobson, Tricia 12, 56,
57, 75




Hood, Douglas 12, 30,
36
Hoot, Lorissa 26, 87, 88
Hoover, Shyrl 83
Hoskins, Denzil 100
Howard, Brenda 12, 13
Howard, James 24
Hoy, Daniel 83
Hughes, Jim 55, 68, 100









Jacob, Janet 65, 87
Jacobs, Polly 100
Jacobs, Vicki 101





Johnson, Mandy Jo 27,
92
Kale, Shellie
Karley, Trude 27, 92
Keen, Mark








Kohler, Anthony 24, 87
Kroner, Jonathan




Kump, J. Scott 12, 44,
87






Presented by Alumni Associa-
tion for going beyond his com-
fort zone during his pastoral in-
ternship by beginning a work
called Women In Need to be-
friend women who choose life
for their unborn child rather
than abortion. He graduates
with a B.A. in Pastoral Ministries.
Laster, Corey 52, 59,
61,64,65
Lauwers, Kathy 25, 31,
75




Lerch, Kelly 12, 13, 26,
88
Level, Amy 30, 64, 78





Liechty, Troy 12, 76
Lindsay, Judithy









































Miller, Jennifer E. 12,
13,27,92



































Norton, Nathan 24, 67,
69, 9e
Norton, Rebecca










Paladi, Shellie 37, 64,
76
Pammett, Tara 5, 26,
88







Peters, Lisa 76, 81





Presented by Alumni Associa-
tion for ministry in Potter's Clay,
a traveling musical group, min-
istry in ACT IV, the college sum-
mer team, and teacher of the
college/career class at her lo-
cal church. She graduates with
a B.S. in Elementary Education.






Rachow, Judith 50, 77
Rachow, Wayne 50, 84
Rains, Melissa 77
Randall, Amy 93
Rashley, Laura 28, 64,
77
























Royal, Shawn 25, 27,
31
Rubrake, Sarita 77













Schlatter, Philip 33, 65,
84
Schloss, Terri
Scharfe, Ron 40, 79, 98
INDEX
Schrock, John 93

















Slack, Brian 25, 55
Slye, Traci 25, 63, 85
Smith, Ollie
Smith, Patricia
Snyder, Lori 64, 77
Sorrell, Cynthia 88
















Storey, Jan Paul 101









Teddy, Brent 35, 85
Tenorio, Stacey 89
Terrell, Tim






Tolbert, James 81, 85





Troyer, Margaret 77, 80
Troyer, Richard 77, 80
Tubbs, Windell








Presented by Alumni Associa-
tion for work as a visitation vol-
unteer in a local health care
facility, as a tutor for young
boys with Catholic Charities,
and as a counselor intern in an
agency that provides counsel-
ing services to individuals with
limited income. Prior to coming
to SCC, he had four years of
practical experience in the
Dominican Republic as a vol-
unteer worker for New Horizons










Wachu, Weston 50, 77
Wagstaff, Michael 59
Walker, Amy
Wallace, Keith 30, 85
Wallace, Michael
Walter, Reila (Kay)




Watkins, Sharon 23, 93
Weaver, Gregory














Witmer, Pamela 23, 46,
79
Witzki, Stacy 101
Witzki, Steven 59, 69,
77, 80
Wolff, Scott 85
Woodcox, Brian 1 12
Woods, Clark 29, 59, 69












Presented by Alumni Associa-
tion to Richard for his excel-
lence in youth ministries and to
"'Maggie" for using her spiritu-
al gifts as a counselor and en-
courager with the Crisis Preg-
nancy Center and Wood
Youth Center. Both entered
college after sensing God's
call during a missions conven-
tion in their home church. Mar-
garet graduates with a B.S. in
Elementary Education and Ri-
chard with a B.S. in Christian
Eaucation.
INDEX






'Why didyou leave so quickly?
you left without saying goodbye.
Out parting -words were 'see you soon,
not ready realizing they would be our last.
I nevergot to say goodbye,
to tell you 'I love you
and callyou my friend.
It hurts so bad to know that you are gone,
never again to share in your warm embrace.
I miss you 'Brian.
I miss your warm smile and laugh,
(and a goofy laugh it is).
I miss the love that you so freely shared with all.
I miss you 'Brian.
It is so hard to let you go.
It's so hard to say goodbye.
I wish I would have gotten to know you better,
to have spent more time with you,
to share in your life,
and have you share in mine.
I can only wish now.
you are gone and I never saidgoodbye.
The pain that I feel is so strange to me.
The joy that you feel is unlike any other.
'Do you see me?
"Do you see my pain, my sorrow, and my tears?
If you do, I know that it makes you sad.
I am sorry.
I never was able to saygoodbye to you..
I Love you my friend.
Qoodbye.
-Vince IXHlczynsk}

————---_--_-,
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